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liketo dedicate this issue to all of them, but in particular
to our founders. John Riddick and Beck Lenzini.We’d
also liketotakeamomentto remember those who are no
longer with us, esp

Margaret McKinley.

Susan Davis

As the countdown toward N
Conference winds down, it is fi
back at the years gone by. There are so many wonderful
events and people to chronicle, that I am sure some have
been overlooked. Thexefore, apologies in advance.
NASIG could not exist Without the dedication and
conhibutionof all its members, so each one of you should
take pride in your own efforls to make NASIG what it is
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sixteen librarians from America attended the UKSG
conference as part of a promotion for an "International
Serials Conference." (other Americans attended, but
were not part of this tour p u p . ) The sixteen were:
Mnma Saxe, Uarcia Tuttle, Kimberly Dobbs, John Dean,
Alice Ball, Charlotta H d e y , Leigh C U t e r h , Clara
Mae Chittum, SusanMalchoffand Christine Smith (aka
"the Gaty Girls"), Susan Davis, Ken Krrkland.M a i I p
Gonsiewski. Linda Visk, HiIda Honrath, and John
Riddick. These librarians found themselves set edrift
upanBritish soilwitbout h & t of actual tickets home or
Catainty that their week's tour had really becn arranged
as promised. Marcia Tuttle became de fact0 tour leader
(askha about the "$100 aday") and JohuMerrimantwk
the group u n k his wing. In spite of the travel
lnranganmtsslrdu,the "Classof %4," asthey are known
in UKSG lore, banded together and had a wondaful
experience.

Nawfcr thoseunfamiliar with the UKSG, it is the model
on which NASIG is b d The UKSG conferences are
also beld m college or university campuses with plenary
and workshop sessions, but they allow exhibits and
corporate sponsorship. Tours are held one afternoon
during the conference, and there isusuallysometype of
sit-down banquet UKSG membership and conference
attendance numbers are lower than NASIG's, but their
dues are much hibecause they support a Ml-time
paid adminidrator. NASIG members asked for more
p q d g time during the conference. so we adjusted
our schedule to hold tours after the conference closing.
NASIG ruosmthe strmgth of its volunteers and support
firm its memhers institutions'mployers and acceptsNO
contributionsor spaxmtup h m corporateentities.
It was this UKSG experience in 1984 (plus many
plcasant hours exchanging ideas over s h q , bittex or
maybea "Fimm's cup")that stuck in JohnRiddick's head,
and the concept of a North American Serials Group
began to take shape. But John needed partners
(-iratm)
to bring his idea to hition. He formed
a study p u p to investigate the possibilities and
determine the viability of such an cnterpnse. Initial
positive reaction resulted in an informational meeting
held in conjunction with ALA h4idwinter 1985 in
Chicago.More positive feedback and
encouragement-NASIG is off and nmning!!
John tapped the talents of many people, including a
n u m k of his UKSG trip compnaions. Marilyn
Gonsiewski and I were invited to serve on an Executive
Council and were subsequently elected as o%iccrs of the
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fledgling NASIG, Ken Kirkland arranged for meeting
space.at W a u l and has served on the Nominations and
Elections and Student Grants Committees, Leigh
Chttaton helped plan the confacnccprogram for Bryn
Maw and d t e d cur first proceedings and was elected
to aBomdpositim Ivkcia TnttIe was elected to the first
cd3icidBoard, ImdIvfixmnSaxehas also held Board office
and oommittee assignments.

What abonf hen&
I have-

lOyears?

claimpd to be a great visionary or innovative

thinker,so I don't ocpect to see this d o n reprintad in
the 20th annivaSary issue! H m a , in the true NASIG
spirit,I11 give it my best shot.

Frcm.readingthethcughts of those who have attended all
the d e r e n c e , it is apparent that we need to get back to
the smaller, more iutimate conferences. Regional
mini-NASIGs a t h e "Best of NASIG" seem likely. I see
continued depenaence on the voluateer spirit so
characteristic of our first decade-NASIG is a real "can
do" organization. Tapping into the talents and energies
of a large memberdip is essential. Any move toward
permanent. paid &ce staffwill be a slow and d B i d t
row to hot-at least until we "old timers" move on....
We have already d l l y ventured into the electronic
age tbanlcs to Birdie MacAnn Ok-,
Marilyn
Geller. Dave Rodgers and the American Mathematical
Society. Many capable NASIGers are moving us ever
forward on the electronic ftont and we can look forward
to applying cur electronic know how from our pole
position on the information superhighway's race to the
21stcentuty.

NASIG's greatest strength--NETWOR?3NG--~iU
be
sorely needed and tested in the times to come. As
scholarly publication moves into a predominmtly
~cfcrm,as~alandinstitutionalsuppolt
dwindle, as persollal resources bemme more scarce, as
l i b r q schools mntioue to close. as who knows what will
hsppen~,wewilldepmdmrreandmoreuponthe
nehvorldng oppoltunties afforded by NASIG to
undastand wbere we have heeu, where we are going, and
wberewecouldbe. NASIG is greaterthan the sum of its
pats, but eachpart (ie, m e m k ) is essential to NASIG's
continuing success. So,in the words of that sports shoc
company, "JUSTDO IT!"
In closing, I would like to offer some very personal
musings...NASIG has grown so much h m those early
GUESTEDITORIAL

days of small, inIimate conferences. As Treasurer I
lesmed almost every member's name by heart, and while
I don't know wayone in the orgmktion now. I still
know quite a few! It's been an adjustment, and there is
some sense of loss as we continue to see memberships
d
g 1O
, OO and conference attendance at 600 or so.
We risk losing the intimacy and true sense of belonging
that distinguishes NASIG f b m many other professional
organizations. One of the masom I was so happy to
b
e involved in NASIG was my fmfxation at trying
to overcome the bureaucracy of the Serials Section of
ALA. NASIG has given me p r o f e s s i d recogpition in
a way that ALA never could. I still belong to ALA and
support the Serials Section, but NASIG is where my
heart and soul are. For all but one year of NASIG's
exkknce I have keninvokd as an officer or d e r e n c e
planner. And I can honestly say that they have been the
mast wcadaful yrars of my life (maybe the fact that I got
married in 1986 helps too). There have been so many
special people, beautiful and intriguing conference
locales, stimulating programs, but mostly wonderiid
conversations about all things serial. Thank you, John,
for offering me the oppothmity to be a big fish in the
NASIG pOna It's been great!

M a w College
Late in the year an Ad-Hoc Executive Couacil was
formed. John Riddick (Central Michigan) and Becky
Lenzini (then with Faxon) were co-chairs. Tina Feick
(Boley) was vice-chair, Susan Davis (SUNY Buffalo)
was Treasurer, Marilyn Gonsiewdci (Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo) was secretary. Lenore Willras became the first
N e w s l e Editor.
~
Dues were set at S15. Membership solicitationbegan.
Oct. A Site Selection Committee was appointed for the
2nd conference:Tina Feick, John Riddick and George
Lupone (Cleveland State). Site visits were done in Ohio.

1986
Jan. Vol. 1, no.1 of the NASIG News1ettnappears.

Leigh chaaaton (Bostoo College) and Mary Beth Clack
(Hluvard) are appointed as conference Program chairs.
Executive Council meeting. Denison University in
Granville, Ohio was selected as the site of the 2nd
conference.

May

%codissue of Newslena appears. Draft Bylaws
distributed. Membershiprenches 324.
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1984
April S iAmerican Librarians anend the UK Serials
Group Meeting. Ideas of a North American version
beginIodanceinJohnRiddick'shead....

June Becky Lenzini and John Riddick form a SIudy
Group to investigate the feasibility of a North Amexicau

SesialSGroup.
1985

Ju3. General information meeting held at DePaul
univmity in Chicago. InteresI suilicient to wmant
moving f m a r d with plans for a conferencein 1986.
A Site S e l d o n Team was appoinkd. Tina Feick (then
with Boley) and Lenore Wilkas (University of
Pennsylvania) visited several sites and selected Bryn
NASIG CHRONOLOGY

June 22-25 1st confemxe at Bryn Mawr College, Bryn
Maw, PA, is a huge SUCC~SS.
proceedlnes
'
publishedas
"Serial Connections: People. Informetion, and
Communication."

Nov. 1st e l d o n s . Bylaws approved

officers for 1987
John Riddick (Central Michigan)
TinaFeick @ley)
Marilyn Gonsiewski (Cal Poly)
Susan Davis (SUNY BuBlalo)
Mary
(SprinBa)
Daphne Hsueb (Ohio State)
Carol Kelley (Texas Tech)
Ann Okerson (Jerry Alper)
Marcia Tuttle (Univ of NC)
Ann Vidor (Georgia Tech)

-

President
Vice-president
TreasUrer
Member &Large
Member at Large
MemberatLarge
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member &Large

Lenore Wilkas continued to serve as N e w s l w Editor.

Dec. Board selected OglethorpeUniversity in Atlanta as
the site of the 1988 d e r e n c e .
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1981

1989

June 14-16 2nd wnfemxx at Denison University,
Granville, OH. 1st Fun Runlwalk.
publiaedas "Ibe Serials Information Chain: Discussion,
Debate and Dialog."

&yA%&xto appear bimonthly.

Student Grant Fkgram established. 1st recipients at 1988
wnfermce.
Nov. 1987 Electionrsults:

1988 Board
Tina Feick (Blackwells)
Roger Presley (Georgia State)
Mary Beth Clack (Harvard)
Susaa Davis (SUNY Buffalo)
Leigh ChatMon (Boston College)
Keith Courtney (Taylor & Francis)
Rasmna owe3 (OCLC)
Bonnie Postlethwaite (Faxon)
Marcia Tuttle (Univ of NC)
Ann Vidor (Georgia Tech)
Job Riddick (Central Micbigan)

President
vice-president

s==w

TreasurCr
Member at Large
Member at Large
MemberatLarge
Member at Large
Member at Large
MemberatLarge
Past-President

Dec. A survey was sent to all the membership to obtain
feedback on the directions NASIG should take.
Response rate was 22%.

Spring: Elections for 1989/90 (start of stagged 2 yea

tRm.

1989rn Board
Roger Presley (Georgia State)
President
May Bah Clack (Harvard)
Vicepresident
Teresa Malinowski (Cal State Fullerton)
Secretary
Ann Vidor (Georgia Tech)
TreasUrer
Keith Courtney (Taylor & Francis) Member at Large
Sylvia Martin (Vanderbilt)
Member at Large
Rosanna O'Neil (OCLC)
Member at Large
Elaine Rast (NorthernIllinois)
Member at Large
Brian Scanlan (Springer)
Member at Large
Ann Weller (Univ of Illinois Health
Sciences)
Member at Large
Past President
Tina Feick (Blackwells)
June 3 6 4th confarnce at Scripps College, Clmmmt,
CA -published
as "The Serials Partnership:
Teamwork, Technology, and Trends."
Oct. 1st Membership Directory published.

Dec. Lenore Wikas resigns as p w s l e t t ~
Editor
1990

1988

Jon. NASIG is incorporated as a not-for-profit
organizationin the state of New York.

Membership brochure published.
June Jean Callaghan (wheaton) appointed Newslencr

Editor.
of the 2nd conference are published
June 4-7 3rd conference at Oglethoxpe University,
Atlanta. GA, is a sell-out First Catalogers Discussion
Group is held. PI'
published as "Serials
Informationfrom Publisher to User: Practice, Programs
andhgms."
The Board requests a change in the tams of office for
officers, and asks the membership to allow the current
Board to saye an additional year while a Bylaws change
is voted upon.
June A new NASIG logo in blue is desiped to include
Mexico.
Dec. Revised Bylaws mailed for vote. Bylaws were
approved.
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June 2-5 5th Conference at Bmck Univmity, St.
catharines, Ontario, Canada our first venture "over the
border." proceed
published as "The Future of
serials."

1990D1 Board

Mary Beth Clack (Haward)

President

Ann okerson (ARL)
Vice-President
Teresa h4alinowski (Cal State Fullerton)
Secreky

AnnV~(EmOIy)
Treasum
Clndy Hepfer (SUNY BuffaloHealth
Sciences)
MemberatLarge
Sylvia Mattin (Vderbilt)
Member at Large
Rosaana Owe3 (OCLC)
Member at Large
Elaine Rast (Northem Illinois)
MemberatLarge
Brian scenlan (Pergunon)
Member at Large
Minna Saxe (CUNY Graduate SchoolMember at Large
Roger Presley (Georgia State)
Past-%dent
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Ann Vidor (Emory)

1991

April Bylaws revision adopted
June 14-17 6th Conference at Trinity Univexsity. San
Antonio, TX. proceed& published as "A Changing
World."
1991l92Board
Ann Ok(ARL)
President
Teresa Malinowski (Cal State Fullatoll) Vice-president
Lisa Pet(UC Riverside)
secretsty
Ann Vidor (Emory)
TreasUrer
Cindy Hepfer (SUNY Buffalo Health
sciences)
Member at Large
Mnnber at Large
Elaine Rast (Norlha Illinois)
Member at Large
Sylvia Martin (Vanderbilt)
Member at Large
Brian Scanlan (Pergunon)
Minna Saxe (CUNY Graduate SchoolJ&nber at Large
Member at Large
Dan Tonkery (Readmore)
Mary Beth Clack (Harvard)
Past President

July Lisa Petason appointd to fill remaining year of
T g s a M a l i n o d s tam as Semetay.

Julia Gammon (Universityof Akron)
Brenda Hurst (CISTI)
SylviaMartin (Vanderbilt)
Elaine Rast (NotthanIUinois)
John Tagler (Elsevier)
Dan Tonkery (Readmore)
AnnOk-(ARL)

Treasllrer
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Past-President

Sepl. NASIG obtains permanent eddms
Ellen Durancenu (h4lT) appointed Newsletta Editor.

Late 1992/earIy 1993 NASIG Gopher established.
Contents consist of Bylaws,
for 1992
conference, Newsletter issues.
'

1993

June 10-13 8 t h h d C h n f e ~ ~ atBrownUnivetsity,
ce
providence, RI. Fkceedmes
.
published Bs "New
Scholarship:New Serials."

John Tagler appointed to fill the tenn of Brian sclmlan,
who resigned h m the Board.

June The Board adopted a policy that discourages
scheduling other events during the d e r e n c e period
which d c t with the NASIG conference including
p d e r e n c e workshops and other NASIG events.

1992

June Elaine Rast appointed 1st NASIG hhivist.

Another Membership Survey -- 57% responserate !!

Work began on developing a Conference P l e g
Manual.

Issue

compiled by Beth Holley

is published.

Mar. 17 The Birth of NASIGNET. NASIG enters the
online age.
June 18 1st preconferenceon NASIGNET was a huge
SUCCeSS.

June 18-21 l t h h d confaenceUniversity of lllinois
at Chicago, Chicago, IL. Joint programming day with the
Society for Scholarly Publishing.J&x&gs
. published
as "If We Build It: Scholarly Communications and
Networking Technologies."

1992J93 Board
Teresa Malinowski (Cal State Fullerton)
President
Cindy Hepfa (SUNY Buffalo Health Vice-prsident
Sciences)
Susan Davis (SUNY Buffalo)
secretary
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1993l94Board
Cindy Hepfer (SUNY BuffaloHealth
Sciences)
President
October Ivins (L.s.Sv)
Vice-president
Susan Davis (SUNY Bdalo)
secretary
Dan Tonkery (Readmore)
TreasUra
Connie Foster (Westem Kentwky) Member at Large
Julia Gammon (Universityof Akron) Member at Large
Brenda Hurst (CISTI)
Member at Large
Birdie M a c h a n (University of
Vermont)
Member &Large
Jim Mouw (Universilyof Chicago) Member at Large
John Tagler (Elsevier)
Member at Large
T e r m Malinowski (Cal State Fullerton) Past-President
1994

Jan. "ET and Bevond- electronic networking
manual,published
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Feb. "Vision Statement: NASIG ZOOO" developed.
Bylaws revised.

1995

April NASIG Horizon Award recipients

"Guidelinesfor Financial Support for NASIG" adopted
Leslie Homer Button, University of Massachusetts at
June Two new awards announced for 1995: NASIG
Horizon Award for new serialists. and the NASIG
FoundusRhGrant for rescsrch to be presented at

Amherst

Michelle Drozdowski, Western Michigan University
Karen Morgmth, University of Georgia

afuhlncmf-.
June 2-5 9th Annual Conference at the Univasity of

British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canadaproceedb
published as "A Kaleidoscope of Choices: Reshaping
Roles and Opportunitiesfor serialists."
1994D5 Board

October Ivins (Lsu)
Resident
Julia Gammon (University of Akron) Vice-president
SusanDavis (SUNYButfao)
secretary
Dan Tonkay (Readmore)
Treasurer
Jean Clllaghan (wbeaton College) Member at Large
Bobbie Carlson (Med~cdUniversity
of south Carolina)
Member at Large
C&eFoster(WestcmKentucky)
Memberatkge
Birdie MacLennan (University of
VamOnt)
Member at Large
Jim Mouw (Universityof Chicago) Member at Large
John Tagla (Elsevier)
Member at Large
Clndy Hepfer (SUNY Buffalo Health
Sciences)
Past-President
Ocf. Maggie Horn (University of California, Davis)
becomes
Editor.

Nov. University of New Mexico chosen BS site of 19%
oonfaence.
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June 1-4 10th AnniversaryAnnual Conference at Duke
Unkesity, Durham, NC. Theme is "Sexidsto the Tcnth
Power: Tradition,Technology.and Transformation."

19951% Board
Julia Gammon (Universityof Akron)
Beverley Geer-Butler (Trinity)
SusanDavis ( S U N Y Buffalo)
Dan Tonkcry (Readmore)
Jean CaUagh (wheaton College)
Bobbie Carlson (?viedid University
ofsouth Carolina)
Eleanor Cook (Appalachian State
Unidty)
Birdie MacLennan (University of
Vermont)
Kat McGrath (UniversityofBritish
Columbia)
John Tagler (Elsevier)
October 1%

President
Vice-president
secretary
TreasUrn

Member at Large
MemberatLarge
MembaatLarge
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Past President

SEE YOU AT THE ZOTHI!

-I

I
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NASIG STATISTICS

Finances

Membership Numbers
May 1986
Dec. 1986
June 1987
Dec. 1987
July 1988
Dec. 1988
Mar. 1990
Jan. 1991
June 1991
May 1992
Nov. 1992
June 1993
May 1994
Jan. 1995
May 1995

II

324
418
561
618
70 1
723
775
72 1
80 1
964
1,035
954
1,010
832
1,048

How we've grown
1200,

I

In 1986 the dues were $15.00, In 1990 they
were increased to $20.00, with separate rates
for Canadian members and those outside of
North America.
Cash balances (watch the knds grow!)
Sept. 1986
Dec. 1987
June 1988
Aug. 1988
Tan. 1989
Nov. 1989
Mar. 1990

Oct.1990
Jan. 1992
Dec. 1992
Nov. 1993
Feb. 1994
Nov. 1994
Feb. 1995

$7,279.94
$13,78 1.9 1
$16,565.91
$19,710.19
$24,235.44
$28,172.21
$46,368.8 1
$40,039.27
$65,373.71
$87,010.37
$93,731.49
$97,696.00
$119,992.27
$124,543.01

Watch the $ grow!

NASIG STATISTICS
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Conference Attendance and Ratings

Attendance Barine

(5.0 as highest)

Bryn M a w
Denison
Oglethorpe
scripps
Brock
Trinity
UIC
Brown
UBC

25 1
272
351
373
449
465
506
570
600

4.45
4.3
4.29
4.4
4.2
4.5
4.1
4.4
4.3

Conference Finances

BrynMaw (1986)
Denison (1987)
Oglethorpe (1988)
Scnpps (1989)
Brock (1990)
Trinity (1991)
Univ. ofIllinois-Chicago (1992)
Brown (1993)
Univ. ofBritish Columbia (1994)

$ 712.59
$ 1,642.23
-$ 719.36

$5,484.91
$21,433.78
$ 9,453.53
$16,283.74
$13,049.02
$36,097.11

veatun?~,
and we can all be proud of the contributionwe
aremakingtorecruitdmentmpotential serialistsofthe
future. The NASIG brochure talks about networking as
one of our patest strrengths. NASIG brings its m e m k
into contact with many knowledgeable and exciting
professionals in the &als community.
1988

Lisa Cast0
Tschera Connell Hadmess
Robin Lindsay

Thomas Champagne
SusanHutT
Christopher McConnell

1989

J3ettie George Frye
Melanie Lightbody
Adriana Rossini
David Ward

Juedi Kleindiemt
GeraldinePionem
Anita Schuneman

1990
MarthaHill
William T.(Ted) Rodgem
JoAnne Scott

Nancy Wolf
Sarah Tusa
David OGmncr

1991

SharcnRhodes
Katharine (Key)
Nancy Newsome

Joan Boocker
Donna Ertin
Steven Oberg
1992

Naomi Kietzke
Jane Lecian
Lisa Rowlison

DanylDeauJames
S~sOmmer
May Salony
1993

MayCwner
Robert M. Cleary
John Harrison

STUDENT GRANT RECIPIENTS
...and

the Winnen Are:

The Student Grant Program began in late 1987; the fint
group of six was selected to attend the 3rd A n n d
Conference at Oglethop University in Atlanta. Some
funds wac provided by the OCLC serials Control Users
Group, which, upon its demise in 1989, donated the
balanceofits treawry (approximately $1 ,OOO) to NASIG
support the Student Grant program.

Susan ChinorG. LeGrande Fletcher
KarcnZuidwa
1994

Elizabeth Isabella
Cheryl Middleton
Cindy Shearrer

Kay Johnsoll
Trina Richard
Jennifer Yenple
1995

whitncy Alexander

Alan D. C o d e
Ruth Haest
Heather Norquist

Hui-Lea (Abby) Chen
J i Emery
Peter Jareo
Jennifer Raves

This program has been one of NASIG's most SUCCeSSfUl
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Remembrances From Plat Recipients:
Following are some comments h m Student Grant
recipients who were asked about how receiving the grant
aodparticipatingin NASIG has influenced their carem.

**********
From Thomas Champagne (Class of 1988):

I ccttainly am working in a serials-related area. I have
continued to work with serials since I attended my fust
NASIG in 1988 -- in fact, I have worked with serials in
everypcsitiansince then! After libnuy school, I worked
at the University of Chicago, as a serials cataloger. Then
1 went to work in aprivate l a w h library,and cataloged
EVERYTHING, including of course the serials!
Currently. I am working as a serials catalogex at the
University ofMichigan,doing CONSW cataloging.
Sad to say, I was a firmly committed serialist before
NASIG, 90 getting the grant didn’t really &&my career
t h a t d at least not that I h o w of! I had been a serials
cataloging assistant for six years before getting the grant,
andmdlmwthatIcnjoyedworlongwithserials and that was
what I wanted to do with my career.

Thomas E. Champagne
Serials Cataloger
Harlan Hatcher Graduate Library
University of Michigan
AnnArb0r.M 48109-1205

**********
From JohnHarrison (Class of 1993):

Since my Title Change was just aounced in the April
Newsletter, I believe that you have the latest on me and
my job. (He is Acquisitions Librarian at Northem
Arirana University). Unfortunately. money is tight and 1
Wmr be able to @to this year‘s conference. I do wish to
participate in the 19% conference in Albuquerque, and
have made my intentions horn to the 96 program
cornminee.

**********
From W. TedRogers (Class of 1990):
My name is William Ted Rogers and I was the 1990
student grant mipient h m Louisiaaa State University.
I am currently the Serials Librarian at Old Dominion
University. The NASIG wnfuence played a strong role
in my &cisimto pursue a career in serials libmianship.
From discussions in workshops, presentations. and
o f f - k d amongst NASIG attendees, 1 gathered that
serials librarianship would always he full of challenges,
changes, iiumations. satisfactions, and that it would
NEvERbeboring.

W Ted Rogers
Serials Librarian
Old Dominion University Libmy
Norfolk, VA 23529-0256

**********
From Kay Teel (Class of 1991):
I was waking m a saials catalogingunit when I roceived
theNASIG~tin1991.TheNASIGconferencehelped
me &ci& to keep suials themain focus of my career and
exposed me to the rest of the serials chain (acquisitions,
publishers) as well as to new technologies (NASIG was
the firstplace I heard about e-joumels). I was hired as a
monographs cataloger at New York University in Sept.
1991, but because of my interest in serials, I was given
pimaryresponsibility for them, and now I am the serials
cataloger. Recently, my job has expanded a little as we
bring up a new, integrated system, and I handle some
acquisitions and serials control duties as well. Attending
my 1stNASIGumfalso made me sure I wanted to
attend every year and get more involved with NASIG,
and I was lucky enough to get on the Student Grant
ccmmiaeein 1993.I’m biased, of course,but I think the
student grant is one ofthe best and most unique things
NASIG does!
Kay Teel
Catalog Librarianlkials Cataloger
New York University

John Harrison
AcquisitionsLibrarian
Cline Library
Northem Arizona University
Flagst&, Az 860116022

STUDENT GRANT WINNERS
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Elaine Rast

A Salute to the NASIG All-Ten Conferrnce
Attend-

Esther Slgp

Northern Illinois University
B m k University

Heather Steele

NASIG hereby recognizes and celebrates the
parlicipatim of these 22 diverse NASIG members who,
m Juue 1.1995, will be attendingtheir loth consecutive
NASIG conference. Their contribution is worthy of
special recognition, and we hope that all Duke
ccmf--pm
and NASIG members will congratulate
this p u p for its loyalty, c0mmi-t
eod dedication to
the principles upon which NASIG was founded. They
aretrulyaspecial bunchofpeoplell

Blackwell'sPeriodicals

Gale Teaster-Woods

wintbrop university
University of Maryland.
Baltimore County

Joyce Tenney
David Winchester

Washburn Univmity

**********

Mary Beth Clack

Harvard College

NASIG History ...A Penonal Perapcetivc,

Keith Courtmy

Taylor & Francis

Each of the 22 listed above was invital to respond to a
Saiesofqueshns about their involvementwith NASIG.
They Were asked:

Susan Davis State University ofNew York at Buffalo
University of North Carolina

0

at Chapel Hill-Health SciencesLibrary

0

ClnistieDegener

0

MarlaEdelmaa
Tina Feick

MartinGordon

Alice Gormley
Cindy Hepfer

University of North
Carolina-Greensboro

0

Blackwell's Pexiodicals

0

Franklin & Marshall College
Marquette University
State University of New York at

Buffalo-Heath Sciences

Don Jaeger

All% Jaeger, Inc.

Ken Kirkland

DePaul university

Carol Magenau

Dartmouth College

Teresa Malinowski

What first attracted you to NASIG?
Whatdidyouqxctn&mt/frrmthe Istconference?
How has NASIG and its conferenoes changed
over the years?
Whatsuggedcmsdoyouhfor NASIG in the
futme7
Plus all wae asked about any special memmies
of past confffencff.

califomia state universityFullerton

We have heard hover half of these special NASIG
members. It is very inkresting to note the common
thanesin all their remarks. NASIG is truly a special and
unique organization which draws seength and enerm
lium the enthudem Snd dedication of its members. Read
on for some wondaful commentaries on NASIG.

..........................................
Name: Elaine Rast
Institution: Northem Illinois University
What didyou expect at+m

the 1st conference?

To meet colleagueswho were interested in serials as I

Kathy Meneely
Am Okerson

M. Joan Ralston
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Cleveland Health SciencesLibrary,
CascWestemReseme
Association of Research Libraries
Villanova University

WBS.

How has NASIG and iu conferences changed OYer the
years?
'hey have gotten much larger, but the enthusiasmis still
thm.

MEMORIES OF CONFERENCESPAST

whorsuggestiom do you havefor NASIG in thefuture?

been as valuable to me over the years as the programs.

To continue doing what is being done so well.

How h a NASIG and its conferences changed over the
years?

Memoriesfmm past conferences:
1986-The food, and the thrill of the first NASIG.
Would it be the only?
1987-The k t of Granville, Ohio
1988-The coolnessof Atlanta
1989--The coohess and rain of California, and the
visors that were not needed
199O--The banquet at Niagara Falls and the Niagara
escarpment
1991-The drenching rain and the San Antonio fiver
flood
1992-The cold weather that frm out many attendees
in the new ComiskeyPark
1993--The inspiring Brown campus
1994--The scenery and the salmon

The three top things I like best about NASIG?
0
0

0

The people,
theconference,
and the people!

****************

1) The c o n f m m have become larger. This has had
both advantages and disadvantages. of course. But I
believe that the fact that 90 many serialists have
benefined from anRlding the NASIG conferences and
have joined the organization and h
e involved with
it has made NASIG stronger and better than ever.
2) The governance and committee stxuchm of NASIG
have b-e
bigger and more denmadm
’ g. Inspiteof
this, we have managed to remain an all-volunteer
orgaoizPtion and prosper. Many people put in great
numbas ofhours each year to keep NASIG activities m
track.
3) The electronic NASIG first envisioned by Ann
Okersoa and Birdie M a c b a n was implmented in
NASIGNET wfiichhas not only e n h a n d organizational
communication,but also has provided us with a chance
to mount electronic resoufces such as the Proceedins
and the ~ e w s l e t t and
a gain experience with gophers. I
hope we can soon establish a Web page.
Whor suggestiom do you havefor NASIG in thefuture?

Name: CindyHepfer
Title: Head, Serials and Bindeq Department
Institution: State University of New York at Buffalo,
Health Sciences Library
Whatfirst otfractedyou to NASIG?

Theoppommity to meet with other serialslibrarians and
exchange ideas was the biggest draw for me, but I was
also excited by the chance to meet with publishem and
vendors “on even footing.” The program sounded
wmdaful, and I wantedto learn as much as I could about
two very hot topics: automation and spiraling prices.
Mormver. the price was then -- and still is affordabe!

--

What didyou expect or/fMm the 1st conference?

I expeded to leam a p a t deal, to meet people who know
about all diffaent aspectsofserials work, and enjoy a few
daysinBlynMaw. Iwasmtdisappointed! AndImade
a n u m b of friends, people I have come to care very
much about both professionally and peMnally over the
years. Really. the “networking“aspect of NASIG has
MEMORIES OF CONFERENCESPAST

Ihopethatthe Cu~tinuirtgmtinuingEducationCommitteewill take
NASIG to those who can’t attend our national meetings.
There are librarians. publishers. vendors and others all
ova Nath Amaicawho would h e l i t from the kinds of
programs and workshops we can offer them. I also
expect to see our electronic resources ead
mmn\micafions~~uetogrowdbeneftttheserials
commuNIy. Finally, I hope that we can continue to
presmt well-attended.affordable conferences on college
campuses aroundNorth America.

Memoy lane ...fmm each of the conferencespast:
1986 Bryn M m COape, Bryn M a w ,Pennaylvmh

Irecall wetingPeter Gellatly at the Btyn M a w
NASIG, the only time I ever had that opp&ty.
I
remember the chapel, and Mary Ellen Clapper’s and
Roger Resley’sexcellent p a p s . We had a dance with a
live band who thought librarians were terrific dancers!
Rnwt a dancer, so I sat withMarcia Tuttle and we sold
tickets for drink$ while Keith Courtney tended bar. Susan
Davis used to come back to our room in the wee hours
every morning, after the parties broke up, bearing her
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infamouscarh box. I met or got to h o w a whole host of
people at this meeting who have since become fiiends.
Kit Kennedy. Teresa Malinowski, Ann Weller, Keith
Courtney. John M&an,
Kathy Soupiset, Marilyn
Lewis,Estha Sleep, Mirma Saxe, Don Jaeger, and Sylvia
Martin. I m e m b e r the conference planners -- John
Riddick. Be&y Laziai, May Beth Clack and Tina Feick
especially and marveling at how they had implemented
their wondaful vision of NASIG to a T! Bryn Maw
without a doubt had the very best food we've ever had at
any NASIG!

-

1987 Denison University, Granville, Ohio
Before I get off the subject, Denim also had
gpat food - and the library staff was s p e c i d l y gracious
in hosting a reception with *homemade* gocdies! I
remember Jane Maddox lasing her luggage and having to
b y a denimjrrmpa m Granville to wear until the suitcase
finally arrived. I recall Marcia Tuttle demanding a
washcloth when those weren't readily available; every
dsqumt W I G foofgence, washcloths have been on
our M U S T HAVE list! (How's that for clout?!) I
remember taking long walks n r o d the campls with
Kathy Soupiset and Marifran Bustion, trading stories
about kids, Texas and work. I met John Tagler and
OdObaIvins atthe seomd NASIG. Rosrmna ONeil was
thehero of the conference for handling the eansportaton
to and ffom Columbus.
1988 Oglethorpe University, Atlanta, Georgia
Oglethorpewastheonlycdenmcemy husband
attended with me. I member Ann Vidor at the
registration table. enjoying h
a Me's folk music.
and celebrating Stan Nason's birthday. I had lunch one
daywithDamn/Jmes.lTagles, e.ndChuckHamaker,
and w talked &cut Elxvier's medical journals and their
pxices. I was a recadex for John Taglds workshop that
year. And I'l never forget Tina Feick welcoming
aaadeesand askingusto eachmgt several new people
every day. With people like Tina as leaders, it is no
wonder that NASIG always provides a warm and
wonderlid experience!
1989 Scripps College, Chremont, California
Everyom who was at Saipps recalls being
COLD when we expected to he anything but! The
souv.=Ilir that year was sun vim, but in fact, the Book
StQedid a booming business in sweatshirts. I recall the
mOrmtainb d d m p , Teresa Malinowski being absolutely
unflappable despite umditions beyond local
mangem&' oontml, end some wondenid progmns and
panels. In my estimation, the Scripps progam was the
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I recall meeting Dan
Tmkay at that NASIG andtabng a long walk around the
campus with Ann Okerson.
strmgest of the early NASIGs.

1990 BmckUnivenity, StCatharine'a, Ontario
I remember picking up Mary Beth Clack and
Keith Courtney at the Bdnlo airport and driving them
over to Brock Ann Okerson, Minna Saxe and I were
inmmiug Board members, so I got to attend my first
Bosrd mgting I roomed with Pat Rice,who was editing
theproceedtnes. and m e d as the recofdd for Betty
h n d e s m d s SISAC workshop. I learned first hand how
big a job it istobe apmt oflocal arrangementsduring the
conference; Esther Sleep and Susan Davis did an
c m W i g job -what stamina! Everyone loved Sceiog
Niagara Falls and many enjoyed a trip to the Shaw
Festival. I met Fritz Schwartz, who spoke on ED1 that
year. Fritz is still giving fiquent talks on that topic, and
he's become a good friend!
'

1991 Trinity University,San Antonio, Texu
Gosh, so many great memories from this
d e r e n c e . From the time of Bryn Maw, I lobbied for
Trinity as a NASIG site,and it was great! Kathy Soupiset,
Danny Jones, Ben h4ncKay. and all of the Texas
conferkence planners did a wonderful job, as did Ann
Okerson with the plenary p r o w . October and I had
developed the workshops, and were pleased to see them
go so well. We had wonderlid, HOT. sunny weather the
entire time, EXCEPT for the evening when we had
p l d an excursion to the riverwalk - I rememberbus
loads of soaked but happy NASIG attendees, after a
summer thunderstom (That evening, Ann okasoa,
October, May Beth, Pat Scary and I were holed up in
Ann's room tauCing about the program for 1992, so we
avoided getting drenched) I introduced Dan Tonkery, our
wrapup speaker. Now, I don't like public speaking and
I don't make any bones about not liking it But two
teniiic people stepped fnward to help IIL~calm my
nerves -- h h e l Czech and Birdie MacLennan. I11 he
f m e r grateful to them for distracfing me so I wouldn't
gel overly nervous. After Dan'stalk,when everyonewas
preparingtodepart. IrememberPhil Grcene wandesing
m d the campw hymg to figure out where he'd parked
his car. That was aNASIGI hated to see end, and I hope
we return there sometime.
1992 University of IUinob at C b i o , IUinoM
Sice I don't like speaking, what I recall most
abolrtthisNASIGis that I survived introducingtwo ARL
diredasin a concurrent session -Barbara Von Wablde
and Jim Neal -- AND also Srwiveed PreSenting a
MEMORIES OF CONFERENCESPAST

workshop! My co-leader in the workshop was Julie
Gammon, and she was such a terrific and calming
influence that somehow I got through my presentation
twice; our workshop was even highly rated! The
programs at this conference were some of our best,but
the non-traditional schedule including some meals on
our own- threw sane f o b for a loop. This was the first
timerd cver heard C W d Lynch speak; I was astounded
at his ability to "just talk" without reading a paper. In
fact, when he realized &er the fact that he HAD to
present us with a paper for our proceedings, he told me
he really couldn't recall what all he'd said. So I sent him
my mhhis talk andhe wrote his paper from them!
And no one could forget that Jim Mouw and the
conferemx planning cornminee surprised the attendand the board with entertainment at the middle Eastem
meal we had opening night -- our entertainment was a
belly dancer!

wonying about public spea!ang; helping Dan, October,
Julie, Bobbie, and Michele attend to speaker needs,
calming Minna after she and Sue Malawski were 6raad
from a stuck elevator! The very best moments at the
d a a r e f a m e were spent at the salmon bake and the
Anthropology Mumm. Even though the weather looked
like it was going to ruin our evening, Kat, Dan Tonkery,
and the UBC Conference and Museum StatFpuUed off a
very memorable event! I recall very happily passing the
gavel along to October at the closing. That evening,
Susan. Mint14 Elaine Rast, Sylvia M&, Regina
Reynolds,Ken Kirkland, and I went to dinner together in
Queen Elizabeth park what a wonmeal, view.
and company! The next two days, Susen, Minna, Ken
Kirklard,andItoured the area. We drove up to Whistler
one day for hmch and shopping, and stopped many times
along the way to look at views. We ran into Mary Beth
Clack who was also having lunch in Whistler and then
met her for dinner back in Vancouver.

--

1993 Brown University, Pmvidena, mode Island
Ah Brown, perhaps our best NASIG overall. I
drove up h Buffalo with Susan Davis and Kate
H m g . We had glorious weather for almost the entire
stay. Program Planning Committee did some innovative
things with program that year, including m c ~
sessions, some fancy audiovisual presentations, and
Birdie M a c b a n ' s and M d y n Geller's NASIGNET
p d e r e n c e . I marveled at how calm Pat Putney was
about conferenw arrangements, and enjoyed Jean
Callaghan's pride at having us in Providence. We had
longer breaks hetween programs at Brown than we had
anywhere else, giving that conference a slightly more
leisurely pace than other recent NASIG d e r e n c e s . I
bought my zan and me terrific Brown University t-shirts
at the Brown Bookstore, but missed out on buying the
wonderful wedgewood blue NASIG t-shirts we had that
year. And I remember walking mund and mund and
aroud the dorm quad with Teresa while she filled me in
on presidential duties.
1994 University ofBlitirb Columbia, Vancouver, BC
SusanDavis, my m Jon, and I visited UBC in
August 1993 to meet with Kat and her Committg
munhtotalkwiththeUBC ConferenwDireaOr, and
to look over the facilities Kat not only turned out to be
a fust-rate conference organizer hut an outstandiog
tolnist guide! She h w e d Susan,Jon, and me all the best
sights in Vancouver. (Susan and I also got Jon to a
Mariner's-Blue Jay's baseball game in Seattle, so we
fared almost as well in his book as Kat did.) The UBC
cmfermceitselfis a blur of Board meetings; plenary and
concurrent sessions and workshops I didn't get to;
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-

Name the fop3 things you like besf about NASIG.
0

t

0
0

First and foremost

--

meeting people and
makingfriends
Theconferencesandprograms
The opportunities and doors NASIG opens

****************
Name: Christie T. Degener
Title: R m u n x s ManagementLibrarian
Mtutim: Health SciencesLibrary. University of North
Carolina at Chapel W

Whaffirsfaftrocfedyoufo NASIG?
In 1985, when the first organizationalmeeting was held,
I was a relative newcomer to serials work and to the
library profession in genaal. I thought an organization
composed of serialists would help me learn ahout
different sspects of serials work (not just the librarisn's
point ofview), allow me to establish useful wntects, and
prwiaeoppdunities for professional involvement The
focus on serials was very appealing.
Whafdidyou expect at/from the I81 conference?

The program soun&d inkresting, and I eqectedto learn
a lot from the various presentations and workshops.
Since my only other national conference experience was
ALA. I was surprised but pleased by the informality of
the conference. The number of conference attendees
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enabled me to start getting to know other people doing
the seme type of work; being able to do this fulfilled my
expectations about the organization and proved very
exciting.
How haJ NASIG and its conferences changed over the
years?

Obviously NASIG's membership and annual conference
attendance have increased in size. This may make it
more &cult for a newcoma to quickly feel part of the
organizntion and understand what makes NASIG tick.
Anotha change is in the variety of topics covered in the
formal and informal conference programming. I
rcmemba thinking that programs for serials catalogm
were ratha few until the Catalogers' Discussion &up
started up. I've also n o t i d some lessening in the "we"
(kbmians) versus "they" (0th- serialists) attitude that
characterized the earliest conference. Initially, plenary
sessions could (and did) become quite heated as we
debated serials pricing practices and other issues that
were at the f e t at tbat time. And in many cases,
panel presentatiolls provided a unique opporhmity for
opposing viewpoiot. to be aired,the synthesis of these
different viewpints was left up to the listener. More
recently, plenary sessions are much larger, making
interdon among members of the audience or between
audience and speaker a little more ditficult and more
formal. And MW, many panel sessions present a more
objective and comprehensive approach that, to some
degree or another, has been worked out among the
dEermtpesentRs. I suspect this shift can be amibuted
to a variety offactors includingthe larger attendance,the
@rwhofNASIG'squtationas afonunforencouraging
cccbange ofviews among representatives of the different
serials d t u e n c i e s , and the increased complexity of
SYXE ofthe saiels-relatedtopicsthat have emerged since
NASIG's inception.
Whatsuggestioru do you have for NASIG in thefuture?

Keep reviewing the conference program stnrcture to
make sure it meets the needs of the membership;e.g., I
think the addition of concurrent sessions was a good
change. Keep offering a diversity of programming that
decb the full range of activities that relate to serials
work. Everyone comes to the conference with different
needs, and these might v q i i u n year to year--so offering
progmms on managing stress snd organizationalchange
are just as relevant as programs on the latest techniques
for evaluating vendors or for claims management.
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Memoly lane ...from each of the conferences past:

I mostly remember the beauty of the different campuses,
the advme weather situations (the cold in 1989, the
torrential downpour in 1991), end the times I had some
extra involvement with the conference by serving as
workshop introducer,leeder,or reader. But here are
specific memories:
1986 Bryn M a w Colkge
This conferencereally set the standard for the
later ones-the setting, food and lodging, and program
were aU excellent. My experience frmn the h t
coofaenr:ledmeto pay my own way to the next one and
to encourage colleagues to join NASIG.

1988 Ogkthorpe University, Atlanta, Georgia
My boss and I drove down togethq when we
arrived, she realizal she had her suitcase but had I& her
gamed bag hanging in the closet at home. She had gone
to Emoty and was therefore quite familiar with the area,
so this conference started with an emagency shopping
trip. This particular confalso demonstratedhow
NASIG (and NASIG conference plannm) can bring
people togethm, I met two NLM colleagues, Kevin
M c S b and Bill Whering, when I i n d u c e d me of
their workshop sessions.
1989 Scrippa College, Clammont, CaUlornia

I was a workshop presenter myself this yew it
was easier than orpbcted because I was familiar with
NASIGworkd~pand even knew some members of the
audience.I hadn't thought seriously a b u t publishingthe
presentation until Cindy Hepfa surprised and
complimented me by suggesting that I write it up for
1993 Brown University, Providence,Rhode IsIand
The end of the conference featured the
traditional drawing for an item related to next year's
conference; in this case, a UBC sweatshirt. When the
presenter drew my business card and then hesitated while
pronouncing my last name (which confmds many), a
large number of people in the auditorium yelled out
"JEGENER!" This made me realize that we can still get
to know each other, despite the larger conference size,
and definitely made me feel like part of the NASIG
family.
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Name the top 3 things you like best about NASIG:
0

The Membership: Everyone really seems
dedicated to serials work and to improving
e
r
e
a
t serials
relationships among the m
d*a.
It is very energking to talk with
dhas who undastend the challenges of serials.
I have found I can learn something h m almost
eveq one I meet

0

The Confe-rence: The programs have generally
been excellent, and I have greatly enjoyed
travelling to all M e r e n t parts of North
America.

0

Prc€&d Oppottmly: NASIG offers a wide
range of ways to wnbibute professionally; this
is especially important for someonenew to the
field.

****************
Name: Ann Okerson
Title: Director. office of Scientific & Academic
Publishing
Institution:Association of Fksearch Libraries (ARL)

Whatfint amactedyou to NASIG?
Hadtolxamlk. I do member sitting in on planning
sessions as part of a group that involved John Riddick
endBackyLenziniweU*befme*therewasaNASIGand
talking about how to stnrcture it. I was part of the
"board" before there was one and served on the first
Board as a member. This goes back to about 1983,
which was some time ago!

That's a big question. I guess, in general, remember
"who" NASIG is and why it was aeated. Ifthe who and
why me ~ e v a then
n ~ the qanization can contiaue to be
relevant no matter what changes -- size, technology, and
sooa

Memo?y lane...f m m each of the conferencespast.

1986 B r p M a w CoDege, B r p Maw, Pennrykmia
Well, I rememh how b k e d I was that the
campus was *m*
lovely and the town (as iypified by
Lanc&er Pike) was so full of bars and so comparatively
un-chharming! Also, I had forgotten what dorm moms
were like. That was the beginning of the fight with heat
and humidity that has been a characteristicof many of our
dorm stays.

1987Denicon University,Granville, Ohio
Got a key to the chapel and practiced the lovely
pipe organ there, so I'd not get behind with my music
lessons. The other thing I remember is that it was
hotmumid I didn't think and painted my nails @olish)
and then sat out lmda a tree with Heather Steele, talking,
end coulddl understand why the nail polish didn't
It
was the humidity, of course!

1988 Ogkthorpe University,Atlanta, Georgh
Oh, Oh -this WBS my naughty NASIG. I came
to m y m and found mold in the comers and a plethora
ofbugs in my suitcase the second I began unpacking! It
was not appetizing, so I finally moved to a nearby hotel
for the duration. But the conference was close by so I
was able to enjoy it all the more!
1989 Scrippi CoUege, CIaremont, California
Loved the cool, damp weather and the big old
room I had. Shabby and primitive, but in its own way

What didyou expect af.$fmm the 1st conference?

classy.

Community of spirit and a pleasant time with my
Colleaguff.

1990Bmck University,SLCatheMe'i, Ontario
No sharp memories of the conference itself, but
I enjoyed
the thea* and the falls were s@adar.

How has NASIG and its conferences changed over the
yean?

playing tourist with some NASIG pals in the nearby
villages. Nice cultural and Canadian atmosphere.

Size and scale are the most noticeable, along with more
and more complexity in many areas of conferencesand
services.Also an increasing amount of sophisticationin

1991 Trinity University,StAntonto, Texls
I remember practicing the organ again in the
Trinity chapel! It was a tenif~cd e r e n c e in so many

CanmUnicBtiolls (electronic, for example) and planning.

ways, including the deluge and getting ready with the
Program Committee for UIC the next yeas, which we
were already doing by then. On the last day, en route
home, I came down with a terrible flu that lasted two

Wha~suggestiom do you havefor NASIG in the future?
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weeks. thus paying for my pleasures.

What didyau expect at/fMm the 1st conference?

1992 University or Illiaoir at Chicago, ~ o i s
What a contrast
the heavily used urban
campus. That took us all srme adjustment, though we did
manage to do well. I IcmembcT after the fact, that when

I expected to have the oppOmmily to chat substantively
BUT informally with many of the "people in the know"
within"saialL.acd". Iexpeddtohearsomeworthwhile
papers. I mpectad to come sway frmn NASIG ONE
rejuvenated and re&eshed.

--

Patricia B r e ~ a n(ARL)aud I were inputting the
waluntions into SurvqFm, several dorm residents had
complained that the washcloths were too tiny. God i s in
the details!

AND EVERY SINGLE ONE
EXPECTATIONS WERE MET!!!

OF

THESE

1993 Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island
Pictutr-, westher-, and letter-perfect mating.
Itakcdfme halfa day (via early am.US Air fight and
return right & lunch) to attend, on invitation, a
breakfast in the white House Rose garden! What akick
that was but1 dehiteiy wanted to rehlmforthe rest of
the conference (rather than staying on at home in DC)
because it was just too good tomiss.

How har NASIG and its confennces changed over the

1994 Univenity dBritbh Columbia, Vancouver, BC

The above being self-evident,one CAN say, however,
that NASIG hss become more sophisticated and
discerning in what it is about, has mccesfdy provided
a "nick" for all its constituencieswhile at the same time
maintainingthe collegiality for which it is world rmowq
and, perhaps most importantly, has ranaincd "cumat"
with tkrapid &ages in the management of information
throughout the chain of knowledge flow.

-

Myfavorite place in the world (BC) so there is
nothing, nothing that cnu spoil it for me. Thus my
impresdaos oftbis adare probably unfair (it was
v e q special!!). I loved the grey and the setting on the
point. A hard location to beat,but we do keep at least
matching the previous years, ifnot surpassing them.

Ye=?
ofmmse,weQ.e~muchlargerbothasmcssrrredin
mmbership (five fold increase?) and attendsnce (3 fold
increase?) so I never have been one to canpare either
NASIG itself or the Bryn Maw, Denison or Olgethorpe
days with our present situation. It just wouldn't be fair.

Name the top 3 thingsyau like best about NASIG.
whotsuggestim do you hawjor NASIG in thefuture?
0
0
0

SpeCialness of many of the people who have
become wllengues & fiiends
sense of COmInunity
NOllUXllm6d environment in which to meet
SndtalkSSeqUIllS

****************
Name: Martyaordoa
Title: Acquisitions Librarian
Institution:Franklin & Marshall College

"Tothineownselfbetrue, and it shall follow...[etc.ctc.]"
is the single one warning I would give to NASIG. We
can not allow ourselves to stray fium our mission as
defined by the goals and objectives of the Vision Task
Force although it is sometimes tempting to do -...we
must rmtLnre to build upon the work of Lendni.Riddick
and others who have clearly begun what will
(prediction!!) become the Numero UNO organization
that will sene all its membm and the profession(s) at
largeas thekey conduit for intelligent, informed decision
making. We MUST always listen to ourselves!!!

Whatflrsl aftractedyou to NASIG?

Name the top 3 things you like best about N&IG.

Actually, I was in the exhibit hall of the '86 ALA
mid-winter when I first heard about NASIG from a
vendor who was VERY excited about the potential the
. .
orgamb&ght
haveIF it were to do even halfas well
as UKSG. So, Bryn Maw being only a stone's tbmw
hLancaster, I joined and went to what now is the first
of ten-in-a-row!!
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0

0

Tixapporbrmty to interact with the "best ofthe

best"ineachlinkintheinfotmationchain...and
to be judged by the work one does rather than
one's organizational&lintion.
The great substance of the wnfmces ...
cspecially the plenaries and concurrents.
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0

-GREAT
fiends...whoarethereforme
as I walk both the plateaus AND the valleys of
my professional and personal lives.

****************
Name: Esther L. Sleep
Title: Head,Serials Dept.
Institution: Brock University Library, St. Catharines,
Ontario, csnada

Whatfint attmctedyou to NASIG?

T h i s d t o b e anorgmimhaldedicatedto dl aspects
Patainiagto saials -the fust to do so in North America.
And to date it has lived up to its billing.
What didyou exjxct aUfmm the 1st conference?

Iwas anim and loddngfor an avenue to 8I1sweT serials
problems. I was hoping for a forum for an exchange of
ideas, i.e. indepth, not supclfcial. The conference
catainly did not disappoint me.
How has NASIG and its conferences changed over the
years?
One ofthebadc changes has been innumben. It started
small and intimate and has grown immensely. NASIG
has s d y tracked the evolution of information
transfer I communication I network and gives more than
a glimpse into the future. It has beend i s t i c about the
changingrole ofthe librarian, be it serials, cataloguing or
referencelibrarian.

What suggestions do you how for NASIG in thefuture?

NASIG should continue to do what it is good at, i.e
provide a fawn for discussion and exchange of ideas. It
shouldhy to keep discussion groups small - the increase
in sizeis aproblem; in fact, size could be the &ath ofthe
organization. The volunteer engine has given the
organization its energy. and this should nwer be lost I
would suggest having the tours in the middle of the
c a n f m c e as we did because it gives a welcome break
to the tough problems being considered.

Memory lane...fmm each of the conferencespast:
1986 Bryn Mnnr Cokgt, Bryn Maw, Ptnnrylvania
The excitement of this forum was captivating,
and the response outstripped the expectations.
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1987 Dtnison University, Granville, Ohio
The tours were always a highlight, and I
particularlywas struck by the Indian M o d Tour.
1989 Scrippr College, Clartmont, California
Thiswasmy f i r s t i to California, and
I was quite surprised at the weather cool and wct

-

1990 BnxkUnivtrsity, StCathtrint's, Ontario
For this c o n f m c e I was Chair of the Local
Committee. This was the fust conference to be held in
Camda, and so it was redly a bit ofan expiment. The
following vignettes indicate the inkresting problems
encountered by the Local Committee:
At this conference a delegate was stranded at a
US.airport and would be wiving at Buffalo after the last
shuttle to Brock. We managed to use our "librarian's"
ingenuity to track down the exact fight and time of
wival.to waogefaan airport limousineto pick her up.
topageberswxsfdy at her tmn.+erpoint, and to have
the residence doors open for her arrival.
As is usual in these situations then is always a
scramble for "damage control" o w somethiug. On
check-in day we discovaed that Conference Services,
WithOutIt-f-to
the Committeeor to any regiseation
mpsts, had reassignedthe rooms which had been very
carefully assigned to registrants Bccording to their
speci!ications such as choice of roommates, physical
requirements. This meant we had to negotiate
reassignment of rooms and hope that we were able to
meet everyone's wishes.
At the end of the Conference the Committee
heaved a sigh ofreliefwhenthe assigned land carrier who
seemed to spialize in chaos did not lose or have anyone
kidnappedontheir way fromor to the &ports. I believe
this was the last time the Conftrcnce achlally Laid on
grouad trsnsportatioa After the Conference "serials"
ingtnuity again came to the fore when a lost note book
with no name or address to identi@ the owner was
reunitedwith the owner. Sleuthingthroughthe notebook
rmaleddetails ofpay chequff, bank Bccounts and phone
numbers which identified the region and on this
iafmnatiicn the list of registrants was combed to ident@
the person. Fortunately I am a mysteriesfan.
A spindfmn this conference is a little-known
fact. The following spring I was nominated and was
selected for the International ConventionAmbassador's
Award which the St. Catharines Chamber of Commerce
gives out to a select few at a Champagne Breakfast each
year. This a w d ampletely surprised and delighted me.
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1991 Trinity Univenity, StAntonio, Texaa

This Conference was a pleasant relieffiom the
hectic pace of the year before. It was grcat to be able to
rejoin the infonnal exchange of ideas. Again I enjoyed
the sights dthe city. That was the year I joined the "river
rats." A p u p of us went for a cruise on the river when
the h v e m opened and the water descended in torrents
to much laughter and drenching.
1992 University o f ~ o at
M Chicago, IUioou

I remember very clearly the opening dinner
entertakmentwhich was a belly dancer. Though I have
travelled and do travel a great deal, somehow I had
always missedthat enteRainment.

1993 Brown University, Providence, m o d e bland

Agau~I enjoyedthe walking tour of the city and
the. bemtitx campus.
1994 Univenity ofBrithh Columbia,Vancouver,BC

unique c

This was
. .a re.turn to a Canadian site with its
h

mcs.

The last three years I have been very much just the
attendee.The topics remained pertinent, and the fiture a
mite scary when it comes to where the profession is
going Howeva life is an adventure, and though we have
m aystal ball, the future is exciting. Conference content
keepsmecwenf and I often return to work to follow up
on ideas I have received. However, I expect long after I
refire the memories that w
illremain will be the informal
cmtacts and experiences. I am constantly dat how
well the confwncesennm Though the committeesare
aware of problems, the arrangements seem to be
seamless.

Name the top 3 thingsyou like best about NASIG
0
0
0

Focused topics
opportunity for informal dimrssion divorced
fiom a "trade show" atmosphere
Tours which introduceus to the area

****************

Gonsiewski Lewis and Kay Thorne. In early 1986,
Marilyn was the Serials Librarian at California
Polytechnical State University and a member of the
NASIG Jkxutive Board She raved about this "new and
diffapnt"organizaton for serialists and urged me to join.
She spoke about the success of the UKSG conferences
and assured me that there would be lots of opportunities
to gd involved in this grassroots organization! Later that
year Kay Thome, Serials Cataloger at San Jose State
University,calledme about attendingthe first conference
at Bryn M a w College. She asked,"Aren't you going?"
Clearly the news about NASIG was spreading on the

west coast

I was amaded to NASIGfa anumber of reaxns. I liked
the NASIG concept and NASIG style. NASIG is an
organization that reaches out to everyone interested in
serials, librarians, publishers and vendors. It shives to
create a unique and special wmmmity, which fosters
CCQmnmicBtonamong its members. From the beginning
it focused on bewming a forum for the discussion of
issues and encouraged all members to participate. To
foster full and equal participation by publishers and
vendors, exhihits were not part of the conference.
Finally, NASIG extended a warm and very personal
welcome.

The First Conference:

I expected something wonderful and the conference
excgdedmyexpxtahom! The Btyn M a w campus was
a beautifid site, although some of the donns were rather
spartan. Having attendees stay on the campus cxtated a
reheatatmasphaewhichencouragedinteractionatmany
I& among the attendees. I met many colleagues at the
first conferenm and initiated a numbex of lasting
relationships. The Bryn Maw experience became the
"NASIG orperience." Also,in general, the mid-eighties
was an exciting time in the serials world For example.
the pricingofBritishjournals was a topic of much debate.
It was addressed at Bryn M a w by four speakas in a
plenary sessioaentitled "The Bryn Maw Teaparty: 1776
Revisited."
A8 the Years Go By:

Name: Teresa Maliiowski
Institution: California State Univ&ty--Fullerton

WhaIfirsIottractedyou to NASIG?

I heard about NASIG ftom two colleagues, Marilyn
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NASIG was once the "new kid on the block." an
organization that had to work hard to gain recognition
and prestige. Today the organization has a unique and
valuedpositionintheinf~tioncommunity.In 1991,
Ann Okerscq in ber president's column,commented that
our c o n f m c e was the "hottest small library conference
MEMORIES OF CONFEXENCESPAST

in North America." That continues to be the case
because of the quality of our programming, the
reasonable cost and the quality of the conference

experience.

Niagara Falls.
The lively discussion that followed Sheila
Jntner's paper which challenged serials catalogers and
called for a new paradigm for Bccessing serials.

Plamjor the Future:

1991 TMity University

Work to maintain the "NASIG experience" -- the
pmfgsioaalocperiencewithapersonaltouch. Continue
to encourage and mentor new members by providing
opptumties for involvement.

LmrmgtoQtheTexastwo-stepandthegreat
Texas welcome provided by Kathy Soupiset and Da~my
Ims, cuchairs of the confaeooePlanning Committee.
Buying my first NASIG t-shirts! (Why did we
wait so long to do this?)

Strolling down Memory Lane.
1986 B r p Maw College
Having lunch outdm in a comtyard
surrounded by stone buildings which dthose at
Oxford. It m e d so appropriate, gim the fact that
NASIG was modeled after UKSG.
Sharingammwithanewcolleagueandftiend,
May Youmans fiom Western Cerolina University.
1987 Denison University
Talking with colleagues on the bus ride to the
campus and to OCLC for a tour.
Dancing with John Riddick and then talking
with him about having a NASIG conference on the West
coart At the time I had no idea that I might be asked to
beamembadthelocal nrrangaentswmmitteeforthe
fourth CQnference.
1988 Ogkthorpe University
Hearing Deana Astle play the dulcimer on the
lawnoldsidethe dorms after a day tilled with discussions
oncopyright issues.
Feasting on the "make your own" ice cream
srmdaes during one of our afternoon breaks.
1989 Scrippi CoUege
Being p a l of a "dream team" responsible for
"local arrangements"(now called Conference Planning).
Working with Tina Fkck, who was president and the
other Committee members (Mark Braden, Maria Capp,
Lisa Peterson). It was an incredibly challenging and
rewarding experience.
Working with the coderence director to find a
Merent site for the banquet because it was too cold for
an outdim banquet AND rainwas expected that evening.
It was a near death experience!
1990 B m k University
The conference banquet and the walk beside
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1992 Uaivenity of Illinois at Chicago
P a s t P r e s i d e n t M a r y B C M s t h o u ~and
gracious speech at the conference opening.
At the conference reception watching the lights
come on in downtown Chicago fium high a t q the
Amoco building. It was a wonderhl event at the
conference we shared with colleaguestiom SSP.
1993 Brown University
As President, walking the campus the day
before the conf'ce
with Pat Putney and Jean
Callaghm, the co-chairs of the Conference Planning
Committee, and thinking that it was all Comingtogetha
th& to the efforts of so many and how we WOULD
meet the great expectations everyone has for NASIG
conferences.

Having Cindy Hepfer and October Ivins as
co-chairs of the Program Planning Committee. The
wmmittee developed a @ program filled with
innovative plenary sessions and a wonderlid selectionof
57xxlmmt sessions snd wotkshops. They only cotlsulted
me occasionally and thenjust to let me know who things
were progressing.
1994 University of British Columbia
Attendmg the NASIGNET preconferencedooc
by Birdie MacLennan, Msrilyn Geller and the breakout
Sessioos dcme by Maggie Rioux. Ann Okerson and Dave
Rodgers.
Feastingatthesalmoobarbecueandtouringthe
AnthropologyMuseum.
Attending the workshop on ethics given by
Mary Devlin where she was so effective in presenting
vaious situa!im snd facilitating the discussions. This is
my favorite type of NASIG workshop!!
The three things I like about NASIG:
0

The sense of community and the opprtunity
NASIG provides for meeting new colleagues
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0

The consistent and outstanding quality of the
conference program

I do not have any s p d c suggestions for the future,
NASIG should just Continue to keep in touch with the
c € m m n s a n d n e e d s o f t h ep~and be a forum for
monitoring what is happening in the serials arena

0

The oppamities for professional involvanent

Memory Lane...

and maintainingi?iendships

********.*******

1986 Bryn M a w

Name: Kathleen Meneely
Title: Collection Development Librarian Serials
Institution: Cleveland Health Sciences Library
Case Westem Resave University

-

Whatjrst amactedyou to NASIG?

In 1986. a colleague hCleveland State University told
me that a new p u p (NASIG) had been formed that
addressed issues relating to serials. Since I had recently
beaxneHeadoftheSerialsDept. inmyownlibrary,this
piqued my interest. I secured a copy of the Bryn Mawr
conference information and decided to sign up...the rest
is history.
What didyou expect at/jium the 1st conference?

I hoped to pick up some applicable information and have
the opportunity to see how other people were handliig
the s a n e types of serials problems I was
encountering-and I did. In Ohio, we are fortunate to
have a great deal of networking activity, and I have
always been involved in local/statehegjonal serials
discusdon groups and NASIG has broadened that Scope
even more.

GreatfOod..amnotsureifqofthesubsequent
The vision
and enthusiasm of John Riddick, Tina Feick and Becky
c o n f e m matched
~ ~ ~ the food at Bryn Maw!

Lendni.
1987 Deniron Univenity
This amfstands o u t h all of the others
I was part ofthe Local Arrangements(aka "Blue
dots"). This was the conference where the "dancing"
began4 recall that some rather entnpmeurial
individuals "relocated" the party to accommodate some
college regulationsregarding libations!
1988 Oglethorpe University

The dancing flourishedat this wnfmce--the
first square dance was in the gym at Oglethorpe and the
real "diehards" danced to DJ "toons" one night Took
lots of pictures!
1989 Scripps Colkge
Scripps had a beautifulcampus, but I thought

California was supposed to be warm!
1991 Trinity University
Getting "soaked"and having my wallet (drivds

license,d t cards. and money)stolen on the Riverwalk
bcat ride! The "silver lining" was that someone in Texas

How has NASIG and its conferences changed aver the
years?

mailed the waUet--minus the money-back to me that
same week!

The most obvious change is the n u m k of attendees at
the conferences. As time progresses, it sgmsthat there
are more and more faces that I do not recognize.
However, I do not view this in a negative way at all.
Every year I soe a resllITeEtion of the same enthusiasm
that I felt, and have continued to feel, when I attended my
first NASIG conference at Bryn Maw. Secondly,
although NASIG may have C x p e r i e n c e d some growing
pains over the years, the conmibent to the
organizational mission has held 6rm and therefore the
high standardset foah in the beginning have not changed.

1992 University of Illinois at Cbicago
Chicago was cold and windy.
1993 Brown Univenity

Missed the boat!
1994 University of British Columbia

Experiencingthe AntbpologjcalMuseum.

Top 3 things I like about NASIG..
0

Whol suggestiom do you havefor NASIG in thefuture?

0

0
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Networking with people that work in Serials
C o n f m c e workshops
Educational o p p r b i t i e s
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Name: Joan Ralston
Title: Cataloger-DatabaseMaintenance
Institution: Villanova University

1994 Univenity of British Columbia
Fantasticview fiom our room

Top 3 things you like best about NASIG:

Whatfirstamcfedyou to NASIG?
Sessiom
Different IocatiOnS
Geaingtogetherwithiiiends

First meaing was close to Villanova Opportunity to
learn more about serials. NASIG was smd in size.

****************

whol did you expect aL/f*Omthefint conference?
To learn more about serials.
How hax NASIG and its conferences changed over the
years?

Name: David Winchester
Title: Saials Librarian
Institution: Washburn University
Whatjirst amactedyou to NASIG?

Gravnin &,bas added people issuesto the agenda and
less publisher vs.library issues. which is a plus.

To d u e to deal with personal issues and personnel
issues.

Thecmoept ofan orpkAon@cally
orientedto my
job attracted me to that initial o q m k n t i d meeting in
Chicago in 1985. The interest d t h e enthusiasm from
that meeting xuned to be very positive, and as they say
the restis hishy. NASIG membership was to me
o b v i w choice.

Memory Lme...

What didyou expect aUf*Om the 1st conference?

1986 B r p M m r
small gmups, great tom!

I recall that I attended B~ynMaw? with few, if my,
preconceived notions. I really didn‘t know wfiat to
expect, so thatwhatever did or did not happen would not
disappoint me. I simply hoped for a positive orpaience.

wharsuggestio?udo you hawfor NASIG in thefuture?

1987 Denkon

Bugs in bathrooms, no screens on windows.
Library Direaor in pith helmet

--

How has NASIG ond its conferences changed over the
years?

1988 OgMhorpC
Rustic dining room,but nice!
1989 Scripps

My immediate response is the obvious: SIZE. I don‘t
believe that “bigger is better,” but neither can I say
necesdythnt “biggeris badder.”

Outside eating in cold, wet weather in sunny
California

W
W suggwtiom do you h a w for NASIG in thefuture?

1990 Bnwk

How can I suggest improvement to something which is
“prenydam good?” lfNASIG cau continue to stay on the
path as laid forward in 1985. we will continue to be a
dynamic organization.

Trying to get in the men‘s dorm--key didn’t
work. ThankGod!
1991Tliniiy

Not being able to get in ourrooms with the key.
1992 UIC

Strolliig the Loop and tight security
1993 Bmwn

Problem bathrooms, old library system
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Memory lane
1986 Bryn Mawr Cokge
1st oonfaence is always very special, food was

great!!Campus atmosphere was exceptional. Beginning
of that NASIG dancing tradition. 1 1R hour wait for an
airport shuttle; ’Ihue was this small used book store near
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campus (or was it on campus? I forget)

The top 3 thingsyou like best about NASIG?

1987 Denhn University
Welcome to open the d m c e was

0

entertaining and unusual. 1st fun nmhualk. Prime
example of NASIG administrative adaptability when
some of us moved the musidDJ to where the dancers
were (in other words where the drinkswere s~yed).

0

1988 Ogkthorpe University

Folk dancing of some 300 NASIGers, elegant
banquet at a Maniott, Stone Mountain-what a huge
rock! New friends made :-) Old friend moves on :-(
1989 Scrippa College

Sunny C ~ o r n i a ?A rose garden where you
ww d l y encouragedto pick a rose. Square danced
for the first time. Has Maria recovered yet from her
positionas trmqortabon coordinatorl
1990 Bmek University

--

Niegara Falls Wow! Transportatonhassles
of which I had none. Another rousing bit of square
dancing. Anyone for a Virginia reel in Canada? it
worked! Alphie's TrougJI.

--

0

the People
the People
the People

****************
Name: Tina Feick
Title: Sales Manager
Institution:Blackwell's PeriodicalsDivision
Whatfint attractedyou to NASIG

John Ridclick contacted me over ten years ago to
participate in the o r i d study p u p . His enthusiasm
was the primary motivating force. As a former serials
librarian, I had felt isolated within my working
mvironment, and I saw that NASIG could be the serials
networkthat1a d othersneeded. The ongoing attradioa
has been the people involved in NASIG. the fantastic
programs, the gnat confmces and the oppotbmity to
network with people with similar concerns and issues.
What didyou expect at/from the 1st conference?

HOT! Anyone for a liale 2-step7 River Walk

As I was m charge of the local arrangements, my mswr
may have a different perspective.

pafcrmwceto a captive (or any) audience-so much for
my performing career....sigh.

Working with John fiddick and Mary Beth Clack, I
found an energy that I had never felt before. We had a
missionsnd we waked very hard to achieve that mission.

1991TriDity University

ard the Tivet Soak" - still parts of me that haven't dried
out. The "NASIG Players" made their first AND only

1992 University of Illinois at Cbieago
COLD! About as cold as it was hot in San
Antmio. How cold was it? -- Ask those who went to the
baseball game, and have YET to feel their toes.
1993 Bmwn University

Ivy League atmosphere; OLD!!
Cruise-Kathy how did you enjoy the cruise?

Bay

1994 University ofBritish Columbia
Scenic Location; SaImon BarBQ. now that's a
lot of fish1 Can one order Kansas beef in a Thai

1995 Duke University
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We were an unknown, we had no budget and no
insurance!! We tried to create an informal atmosphere
where all members of the information chain could
network and we apparently succealed.
How has NASIG and ifs conferences changed Dyer the
parS?

The programs have dramatically expanded to move
outside our serials environment to speakers and topics
h m outside our indushy. Very healthy step.

restaurant?
A tradition returns!
Merriman!

I planned f a 150people and we got over 250!!!!I never
thought that we would have the kind of positive respollse
that we got. AMAZING was the ongoing reaction.

Welcome back John
The size of the conference has increased. The n u m h
question wiII continue to haunt us. I miss the smaller
conferences where I felt that I knew everyone. Yet I
MEMORIES OF CONFERENCES PAST

would aevaexclude any member from their wnference!!

Evay yea we have gottenslickex in our organizing of the
confemxe. We leam each year.
NASIGhas bearme a strong organization. Financially it
is very sound.The membership is healthy and dynamic.
I am very proud to have been part of this organization.

Whatsuggestionsdo you hmforNASIG in thefuture?
Keep the informal tone of the conference. Keep
~dingchaUenghgpmgmmsKeepthenetworkalive.
We need to move into regional conferences and/or
continuing education programs - perhaps using the
programs presented at the annual conferences.Many of
our members are unable to attend the conference.

Banquet at Niagara Falls
1991 Trinity University
Very hot
Fantastic dorm rooms
Two-stepping one night
River rides where many got drenched!!!
electronicj o w l becoming a major topic
1992 Univ of lllinoia at Chicago
urban campus
Breat PWYams
one evening at the top of the bank building
1993 Brown University
charming campus
boat ride for banquet
much of electronic developments
participation

- faculty

Memoly Lane

-

1986 B y n M a w College
lunches in the Cloisters - I go back to the
campus and look at the Cloisters area
seeing everyone talking to everyone else
the fantastic weather no rain! !!
doing the bunny hop at our dance!!

-

-

1987 Denilon University
lovelycampus and chnung New England style
town
TheDitrctor singing an aria to call us to dinner
warm weather

-

1988 Oglethorpe University
small auditorium yet very conducive for
discussion -- best audience participation that we have
ever had
the beginniog of the discussion groups cataloguing!!!
the hegimhgofstruchmdcommittee meetings

-

1989 Scripps College
cold weather moving events inside!!!
peer review panel fdty/editor participants
(our fmt outside the industry)
wine tasting

-

-

1990 BroekUniversity
suite rooms
fmt time felt large size of conference
Canada

-
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1994 University ofBritish Columbia
Great conference & u p
Prograuls dealing With change
Tours of the city; salmon dinner
anthropoogid museum

Name the rop 3 things you like best about NASIG:
0

THE PEOPLE

0

THE OPPORTUNITYto NETWORK

0

THE GREAT ORGANIZATION

****************
NAME: Susan Davis
Title: Head, Periodicals
Institution:State University ofNew York at Buffalo
Whaffintottractedyou to NASIG?
I was anxious to become involved in pmfkonal
c~aumh~havingattendanALAorhvoandaUKSG.
I had been a part of the infamous "Classof 1984" at
UKSG with John Riddick and others, and I was working
with John in the OCLC Saials Control Users Group.
John approached m to be a part of the NASIG Executive
Camciltobelp formally organize the goup and planthe
fisw n f m . He &em3 me the position of Treasurn;
and I accepted Without hesitation. It was the best
decision of my professional life!
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Whot didyou expect atfram the 1st conference?
None of us knew quite what to expect. We needed 125
to break even, we had 25 1 ! The campus was wonderful
and everyone seemed to have a good time, plus it was
*SWOO* stimulatingto attend a conference that focused
on serials. I want to lay claim to starting the informal
atmosphere of NASIG. Marilyn Gonsiewski Lewis and
I weze working the registration desk, and someone asked
us about the evening meal, what were we going to wear?
Well it was amdcouttypc meal to be held outdoors. and
it was a warm day, so we looked at each other and the
shorts and t-shirts we were wearing, and said "wek
wearingthis!" 1take -pridein
darting this wonderful
NASIGtradition. But back to the quesIion, I just looked
forward to an intensive dose of serials!

How has NASIG and itr confemnces changed over the
years?
Obviously, the umferenceshave grown bigger, but they
have also become more sophisticated in programming.
We now invite speakers of national and international
repute. In the "old days" y w could meet, albeit only
M y maybe, evay single attendee. Now you are lucky
if you evea reoogniZeall the names. But John had a great
&ion for NASIG, he thought we could grow bigger and
betta. And we certainly have a wealth of talent amongst
our membership! But NASIG has not lost its sense of
camaraderie, focus of purpose, pursuit of bonest. fiank
and non-cmfrontational dialogue, networking and most
of all FUN! NASIG is a living, breathing, growing
Organizstian(me of those sentient beings they talk about
on Star Trek). It is huly a wonderful and special place to
be.

Whatsuggestionsdo you have for NASIG in #hefuture?

"Keep on truckin'" as they said in the 70's. NASIG must
always look fonvard, but not forget its roots. It is an
organization of the people, by the people and for the
people. Listen to the membership,hust its instincts,and
go for it!
M e m o r y h n e...
1986 Bryn Maw College
I ecbo all the &en in awardingBryn M a w top
marks for food I first saw bridal attendantsin black here.
Our double rooms were Ue a suite-separate sleeping
rooms. But others were not so fomate--one dorm had
no hot water. Had my first Dove bar in town. Great
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dannngwith the live band. Writing the check at the end
of the omfmnce (about $33.000) to the college. Having
to stay up late to close the bar so I could cany the $$
proceeds back to my room for safe-keeping(the dart of
the "C&boxeann) Golngto Loogwood Gardens after the
conference with Marilyn and her fiend Karen. what a
wonderfulplace!

1987Denison University
It was hot outside but cold in the science
building whae we had the plenaries. Met lots of nice
people on the Local Arrangements Committee, they
worked really hard. I've always considered myself an
honoray member of each of these committees, because
I was Treasllrer (for four years) I had to assist with
registration and collecting the cash bar proceeds, so I
always hung out with them. It has been invaluable
experience and a great deal of fun! Washcloths were 10
cents! I remember some folks bought a dozen to take
home! I was never bothered by bugs or a hot room!
Closing the bar at 2 am. meant I got back to my room
when it had a chance to cool and even the bugs were
asleep! Now we look for air-conditioning!
1988 Ogkthorpe University
Our fust sell-out! The harpist at the banquet.
The best DJ we eyer had! Dancing and dancing--Kathy
took my piat my sweatiest! Being so exhausted
aftexwards that I mer noticed the airline didn't tag my
bag (no w & W
went belly-up!). I did get it back.
Really got to know Mary Beth Clack. First NASIG
souvenirs-mugs (white with blue design)
1989 Scrippa College
It was sunny there, only it was the day More
everyone anived! I still have my visor! and two
sweatshirts! Do you rememk envying the Mexican
dancers? At least they were doing something to keep
wam! Many n e w - f d coffee drinkers (or is that coffee
cup holders?!) The "wine lady" was late. and there was
a great panic; then I got to show her up a little by
braggingabout the good New York State wines! Teresa
and the other local arrangements folks were
unflappable-just that good old laid-back Califania
feeling. Accidentally went home with the check for the
bus service. Thank you Maria for covering that! And Dr.
Kbbe with his oar! What a great pmp!
1990 Brock University
ImdonhnbeingTreaslnertobeingapart
of Local Arrangements. I had the privilege of beiig the
registrar. and trying to assign everyone to a room. We
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sold out of singles quite early, and there were a number
of unhappy people who had to double up. I also tried to
wange people on the lowex floorswho couldu't deal with
stairs, but the B m k hamng oilice overruled me. We did
kyhardtogetevqonesettledinasbestwecould After
everyone was succffsWly registered I membered
"blowing off all the steam" on the dance floor at Alphie's
C
T
&
I
Thank you C M e s for keeping up with me! And
I want evexyone to know that we specificnllyasked for
there to be a rainbow when we arrived at the Falls! It
was the p i k e de dsistunce. And I had my first bus
shephadurg ekpience to the Shaw Festival, which also
was put to the tat at the Falls. I know who all the
stragglRs are (Jean,Pat, Marian and the Kluwer gang!)
Sad to say, Brock was our last formal banquet, as the
numbers simply got too big to cost-effectively and
logistically hold a banquet. Thanks to the generosity of
the Brock Library and the province of Ontario, this was
our first major money maker.

1994 University of Britiah Columbia
I don't know which I like better, Vancouw or
Paris. But I do give Vancouva top marks for scenic
views. Such a fabulous city! And the gardens on
campus--breathtaking! The salmon was &,
the
Museam memorable. It was absolutely essential to take
saxe time to visit the area whistler. Victoria.Butchart
Gardens, Gastown, are only a few of the possibilities.
When are we going back. Kat?

1991 TMity University
What a beautiful place! It was worth the heat
and humidity. I was inside watching the heavens pour
mto so many other NASIGers. It was a vexy memorable
sight! Poor Mary Beth got flooded out of her room! My
iirst ccoferencewith no respoosibfities, so I was tappea
to help line up introducersfor the workshops. Another
one of my "life-time" appointments in NASIG. I'm still
doing them today.

0

The fop 3 things about NASIG: (
decided
l
to list 5 )
0

0
0

0

People
Opporhm~tyfor pRsonal and professid
growth and development
Different conference venues that allow
aamdgsto explore the mtireNorth Americaa
continent
AEordable price for membership and

conference

1992 University of Illinois at Chicago
I was coming back on the Board as Secretary,
and had to step in early for Lisa Peterson, who was
expedingherfimi cbild in a week or two. Sorry UIC, but
wfiat a contrastto the beauty of Trinity.Nevertheless, we
had a n d e n t pmpm, and thanks to a fare war by the
eirlines, a great turnout I loved the baseball game, even
in the cold, and couldn't you have pred~ctedit would go
into eximinnings! The reception was fabulous, the view
is to die for! The stsrt of a new NASIG tradition...

Networking in an informal and egalitsrian
atmosphere

NASIG has made the diEerence in my professionallife.
IhopeNASGhasgaioed asmuchfrommypa~6cipntion
as I have from it.

A big THANK YOU to all t h e m e m h ofthe loth
Annivexmy Task Force for their assistance with this
issue and the other celebratory events at the conference.
The members are: Esther Sleep, Chair, Karen Darling,
Susan Davis, Christie Degener. Carol Magemu, Kat
McGrath, Elaine Rast, and Karen Zuidema Spccial
thanks to Maggie Horn for acting as ProductionEditor,
even providing graphics, and not tearing out her hair

1993 Bronn University
Yes.those stragglers of conferences past, Jean
and Pat, really pulled together for an almost perfect
conference. The weather, the campus. the program,the
lobster,the bcd &, Josiah's, it was all just wonderful.
But what happened to all those dancers of the past? I
selected some of the best dance music in our collection,
and only a few could keep up with the pace! Thanks
Kate, Gene,Bob and Marly for trying!! What great deals
in the Bookstore.

MEMORIES OF CONFERENCESPAST
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TheNASIGNewslelter (ISSN: 0892-1733) is published
5 timesper year for the membas of the North American
Serials Interest Group, Inc. It is available through
personal membership in the organization, or by
subscription for $25 per year in the US.; $35 per year
outside the US. Membas of the Editorial Board of the
are:

Editor-in-Chief: Maggie Horn, Northern Arizona
University
C o l m Editor: Carol MacPrinceton University
Fmdudon E d i k Steve Savage. University of Kentucky
Distribution Editor: Vikki Medaglia, Bates College
NASIG Executive Board Liaison: octobcr Ivins,
Louisiana state university

The Newsletter is published in February, April, June,
September,and December. Submission deadlines are 4
weeks prior to the publication date (January 1, March 1,
May 1. August 1, and November 1).

The submission date for the next issue is AUGUST 1,
1995.

NO LATE SUBMJSSIONSWILL BE ACCEPTED

Send all inquiries concaning the NASIG organization
and membership, and change of address information,to:

Susan Davis, NASIG Secretary
Head, Periodicals Section, S U N Y Buff'alo
Lockwood Library Building
Buffdo,NY 14260
Phone: (716) 645-2784
Fax: (716) 645-5955
Intemet: unlsdb@ubwn.cc.b&do.edu
Send allclaimsforumceivedimesof the & x & k t o :

V i Medaglia, Serials Librarian
Bates College
Ladd Library
Lewiston,ME 04240
Phone: (207) 786-6269
Fax: (207) 786-6055
Internet: vmedagli@bacus.bates.edu

..........................................
WSIG
NEWSTATEMENT

COPYRIGHT

Send all mbmissiom'editorid comments, to:
Maggie Horn,Database ProjectsLibrarian
Cline Library
Northern Arizona University
FIa&,
AZ 86011-6022
Phone: (520) 523-6350
Fax: (520) 523-3770
Internet: meh@nauvax.ucc.nau.edu

Send all items for "Title Changes," the Calendar, end
"New Members"to:
Carol MacAdam, Assistant Order Librarian
Princeton University Libraries
One Washington Road
Princeton,NJ 08540
Phone: (609) 258-5342
Fax: (609) 258-5571
Internet: cmacadam@pucc.princeton.edu
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The NASIG New&k is cappight by the North
Amaican Saials Intezest Group and NASIG encourages
its widest use. In accordance with the US. Copyright
Act's Fair Use provisions, readers may make a single
copy of any of the work for reading, education, study,or
researchpurposes. In addition, NASIG permits Copying
and circulation in any manner, provided that such
circulation is done for free and the items are not re-sold
in any way, whether for-profit or not-for-pmfit. Any
repduction for sale may only be done with the
permission of the NASIG h d , with a request
submmedto the tRsident of NASIG, under tenns
which will be set by the Board.

